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Newsletter of the WILTSHIRE RETIRED FIREFIGHTERS ASSOCIATION 

PRAISE FROM THE 
MAYOR 

The Mayor of Devizes, Cllr 
Andy Geddes, was one of 
the principal guests at the 
WRFA Christmas Lunch at 
The Bear Hotel, Devizes on 
15th December. He gave a 
short address in which he 
praised our Association for 
the way it provides a means 
for former colleagues to 
stay in touch and look after  

 
each other in a similar way they did when serving as firefighters. The Mayoress, 
Chrissie Geddes, accompanied the mayor. 
 
The event attracted a record number with 63 bookings taken and the feedback has 
encouraged the Executive Committee to rebook our Christmas Lunch 2019 at The 
Bear.  

WRFA CHAIRMAN CHRIS WANNELL HOSTING THE MAYOR & MAYORESS 

BFSA MEDAL PRESENTED TO CFO ANSELL 

The Commendation Medal and Certifi-
cate of the British Fire Services  
Association was presented to CFO Ben 
Ansell at the WRFA Christmas Lunch.  
The award reflects the BFSA’s  
admiration for the leadership shown by 
the CFO during recent times,  
particularly the attack using a nerve 
agent in the south of Wiltshire in the 
last quarter of 2018.  
 
John Craig, Senior Vice President of 
the BFSA made the presentation. 



 
HEALTH MATTERS 

Reporting on those who are dealing with 
health challenges 

BRIAN GRAY 
Brian is being troubled by severe head pain and he been 
admitted to GWH, Swindon on several occasions during 
December and January. He has been subjected to  
numerous medical tests including biopsies.  The plan is 
for him to be taken to Oxford for a scan to investigate 
something in his throat that is deemed worthy of more  
investigation. 
 
We wish Brian and Jackie better days ahead. 

CHRIS WANNELL 
Our Chairman, Chris Wannell, recently sustained a fractured 
rib when he fell. He also bruised his  face and arms.  Chris is 
awaiting surgery on his spine that will hopefully much  
improve his mobility.  
 
We send best wishes to Chris and Audrey. Get well soon. 

JOHN COX 
John Cox was hoping to have surgery on his knee before 
Christmas. However, the operation has been postponed 
until an infection in his gum has been cleared up with 
antibiotics.  
 
We hope John will soon receive the treatment he is 
wishing for to deal with his painful knee. 
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Health Matters 
(continued) 

GWH SWINDON A & E 
WAITING TIMES 

“UNACCEPTABLE” 
The Care Quality Commission has again found  
areas of the work done by Great Western Hospital 
to be in need of urgent improvement.  A CQC  
report published in December 2018 commented 

that the waiting times in the Accident &  

Emergency Department were unacceptable and must be improved.  
 
The Government watchdog, the CQC, has repeatedly uncovered matters of concern 
at the hospital, the poor performance of the A & E Department being one of the  
latest. 
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NEW MODULAR WARD AT RUH, 
BATH 

A new modular ward arrived at RUH, Bath in  
January marking the start of a major five-year  
improvement and maintenance project. The new 
ward, consisting of 18 units each weighing 13 tons 
was craned into place on 6th January. Work began 
immediately to fit out the ward and link it to the 
main hospital building. The modular ward will  
provide space for 27 beds. 

DEATH ANNOUNCEMENT 
JACK DREWETT B.E.M 

With sincere sadness the death of our member, JACK DREWETT BEM is  
reported.  Jack retired as a sub officer in charge of a watch at Trowbridge and he 
was a highly respected member of Wiltshire Fire Brigade 
throughout his long and distinguished service. 
 
Jack has suffered with poor health for a number of years and  
it was distressing to see such an able and competent man  
struggling to cope with chronic illness over a long period of  
time.  
 
Jack’s funeral is at West Wiltshire Crematorium, Semington at  
12.15pm on 24th January.    RIP Jack. 



Welcome to NEW MEMBERS! 

SIMON MAGGS 
 

Simon comes from a long and proud line of firefighters 
who have served at Amesbury.  Simon was retained at 
Amesbury and has now been welcomed into WRFA 
membership. 
 
We extend to him the warmest good wishes for his  
future happiness in fellowship with us. 

HAROLD PORTER OBE, QFSM, 
FIFireE 

 
Harold has recently moved to Tetbury. He complet-
ed a very long and distinguished fire service career 
as one of Her Majesty’s Inspectors of Fire Services 
before which he was the CFO of Cumbria. We are 
delighted to welcome Harold and wish him many 
years drawing pleasure from membership of our  
Association. 

JOHN ALDRIDGE 
 

After a very long and successful career, John retired 
from the Dorset & Wiltshire Fire & Rescue Service as 
an Assistant Chief Fire Officer on 31st December. 
 
We are very pleased that John lost no time in applying 
to join the WRFA and we bid him a very warm  
welcome. John’s career started and ended in Wiltshire 
but he had a period of service in Surrey also. 
 
We hope to see lots of him and Lesley in the future. 
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WRFA SOCIAL EVENTS 

Here’s what we have planned for you so far. Get these down in your  
diary! 

Saturday 6th April 2019 
Lunch at the PEAR TREE RESTAURANT 

Whitley, Melksham 
Because Chef will only use local, seasonal produce the menu is not yet  

available. Booking form a.s.a.p 

Sunday 9th June 2019 
LUNCH & ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Devizes Conservative Club 
Booking form available soon 

22nd June 2019 
Evening Canal Boat Cruise   £17.50 

Live Music & Fish & Chip Supper 
Licensed bar  

KENAVON VENTURE sails from Devizes Wharf 

24th August 2019 
Lunch in Wilton Room 

BISHOPSTROW HOUSE, Warminster 
Choice of two or three courses 

Two courses £16.00     Three courses £20.00 

WRFA REMEMBRANCE EVENT 
 Two-course Lunch at 1.00pm followed by Concert &  

ACT OF REMEMBRANCE 
Devizes Town Hall 

Note change from evening to afternoon event 

Saturday 14th December 2019 
WRFA CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION 

LUNCH 
Bear Hotel , Devizes 

1.00pm  
Back at THE BEAR by popular demand 
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CENOTAPH DRILL INSTRUCTOR 
Michael Grimshaw, an ‘on call’ watch manager at Chippenham, tells of how he 

came to be honoured with the appointment of drill instructor to the 
Civilian Services Contingent at the Whitehall Cenotaph Parade 

It was June 2018 when the Civilian Services  
Contingent sought new Drill Instructors to assist 
with the remembrance service at the Cenotaph 
and other potential national events. This role had 
since the 1980s been dominated by the Prison  
Services and the Police. The contingent  
co-ordinator, Mr Alan Cook, decided that it was 
possibly time to approach the fire service to fulfil 
the role and approached the CFOA. 
 
This advertisement was then disseminated to the 
individual services to advertise internally and is 
where I first took an interest in the role when it 
appeared in the Service Weekly Bulletin.  

One of my lasting memories from childhood was to watch the Festival of  
Remembrance at the Albert Hall followed by the Cenotaph Parade the following 
morning with my father, he being a retired rating in the Royal Navy. I don’t think I 
ever thought I would become part of this amazing event but then we don’t always 
know when 13 years old the course life may take. 
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Some years later and by now a Gunner in the RAF Regiment I 
find myself on the drill square. I had taken a call at home the 
day before; a corporal on our squadron had died the night before 
and we had a ‘return to duty’ to spend seven solid days of foot 
drill to prepare for the full service funeral the following week. 
This was my first taste of drill instruction. Despite my lowly  
status as a SAC and believ it or not a stick thin figure I was  
pretty much the most proficient on this squadron of 120, in  

foot drill and we had the squadron drill polished off before the arrival of a  
contingent from the Queen’s Colour Squadron to add the finishing touches to the 
specific elements.  This was followed two years later when I swapped the L85 rifle I 
had drilled with previously for a ceremonial sword at my passing out parade at  
Royal Air Force Cranwell as a Commissioned Officer in the engineering branch. 
 
Returning to July 2018 and in went the application for the role of Drill Instructor for 
the Civilian Services Contingent. Within the application was the requirement to have 
a full undress uniform, which in today’s service are a little like ‘hen’s teeth’ and the 
approval of the CFO. Rather than create a fuss at this point I proceeded with the 



application probably being pessimistic of my chances. Some weeks later I had an 
email to confirm that I had been short-listed for the role. This all of a sudden made it 
more real and an interview was to follow. The shortlist was five and  
ultimately two were selected for the roles. Firefighter Rick Clarke of Suffolk FRS 
and myself made the grade and we were appointed as trainees to see how we related 
with the team. This was also the first time that I raised the subject that I was an ‘on 
call’ (retained) firefighter. Given that the majority of people involved in the  
contingent worked within Whitehall and that LFB have not retained it took a few  
moments for the concept to sink in.  This is of course where the reality of eight 
weeks before the event with a reasonable amount to achieve in that time. Firstly, and 
possibly the easiest was the CFO approval. I sent an email to the CFO and he very 
quickly responded with a glowing endorsement for me taking on the role. Due to the 
fact that he had been part of the contingent some years earlier and understood the 
need for the Drill Instructors. 

The second issue was more difficult; obtaining an 
undress uniform. I must at this point thank CFO 
Ansell for removing any barriers to obtaining the 
uniform and also Sarah Leydon in stores for  
fulfilling so many random requests, Firstly, the  
undress itself. Our previous tailor took six months 
to  produce this and with only eight weeks to go 
things were looking bleak. On a visit to stores I 
was shown the off-the-peg firefighter undress and I 
think the shock on my face told Kathleen that this 
wasn’t going to work either once I caught sight of 
the offering. Then, thankfully Sarah had appointed 
a new tailor based in Aldershot. In three fittings I 
had the smartest possible uniform complemented 
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with red sash, black gloves and 38 inches of beautiful rosewood in the form of a 
pace stick. 
 
The weekend seemed to come around very quickly and I was off to London on the 
train after my day job working on the old Westinghouse site in Chippenham selling 
communication systems to the big power utilities to control their sub-stations. Friday 
night was the chance to meet with the team of organisers and the other drill  
instructors; Sgt Martin Waller and Terry Knight .Martin was a six foot square former 
guardsman and now a response officer with Northamptonshire Police. Terry was an 
ex-EOD engineer now with HM Prison Service.On Saturday morning we visited the 
Foreign & Commonwealth Office to carry out a walk through of the parade from the 
square in the Quad of the FCO through to Whitehall. We were frantically trying to 
remember marker positions and using bollards and street furniture as mental marker 
points. On Saturday afternoon we welcomed the contingent and booked them into 

At the very heart of Whitehall. 
Outside 10 Downing Street 



the hotel for the required  initial 
security checks. The 190 strong 
contingent came from all over 
the country including Northern 
Ireland. The furthest came from 
Cyprus representing the Ambu-
lance Service. The contingent 
consisted of representatives of 
the Police, Fire, Prison Service, 
Ambulance Service, Red Cross 
& St John’s Ambulance. 
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Saturday culminated with a two-hour briefing at 1800hrs giving details of what lay 
ahead on the Sunday morning.  I must admit that I didn’t really sleep on the  
Saturday night and found myself at 0200hrs giving my shoes another once over. At 
0500hrs it was time to head for the driest breakfast in history. There was no way I 
was risking beans and tomato juice down my crisp white shirt and by 0530hrs I was 
in hotel reception in full uniform waving my pace stick to indicate the appropriate 
queues and buses. After a 10 minute bus ride we arrived at the Foreign &  
Commonwealth Office for two hours of drill in the quad. 
 
“Tallest on the right; shortest on the left, in single rank—SIZE!” 
The first command of the day is issued and its amazing how people have different 
perceptions of how tall they are. With some jostling we got the ninety-six guys in 
our detachment in line. It turned out that our marker was a 6’8” British Red Cross 
giant who became known as “Too Tall”.  
 
We were then ready for our inspection and this year it was carried out by Rt  
Honorable James Brokenshire MP, Secretary of State for Communities & Local 
Government. After being inspected the Contingent Commander, CFO Mark  
Hardingham of Suffolk FRS requested permission to march onto Whitehall. This 
was granted and as clockwork we marched past CFO Roy Wilshire and the Secretary 
0f State who took the salute. We marched onto Whitehall bang on time at 1029hrs.  

Rt Honourable James Brokenshire and CFO  
Wilshire 

Once on parade the full magnitude of 
the event hit me. I was warned the 
night before that the second bar of 
Nimrod would be the moment and I 
believe it probably was. During the 
two-minutes silence it was amazing to  

 Dazzling toe-caps and razor sharp trouser creases. Michael  
inspecting the detachment to ensure maximum smartness 



hear birds singing in Whitehall although all too soon we heard the ‘wail and yelp’ of 
an emergency vehicle siren somewhere close ; a stark reminder of the service  
delivered by the members of our contingent. Once through the silence the wreath 
laying began and it was time to “stand at ease”. We settled on our pace sticks for  
almost two-hours stood at ease as dignitaries followed by the veterans marched past 
the cenotaph. The veterans parading were a reminder of the whole essence of the  
Remembrance Service. 
 
After the march past of veterans it turned into the final phase which is for the hollow 
square that had formed at 1030hrs to dissolve and march past the Cenotaph on our 
way back to the FCO quad. This is where the contingent was finally dismissed. 
The ‘buzz’ from the whole weekend was immense, and I must admit that return to 
work on Monday was something of an anti-climax but I did feel four-feet taller with 
pride. I now have eleven months to prepare my kit to do it all again nest year. 

Michael Grimshaw 
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Michael Wants To Get Better Acquainted 

Writing the account of his drill instructor role has 
brought Michael Grimshaw into contact with WRFA 
for the first time. Although he is hopefully a long way 
from leaving the FRS Michael has expressed an  
interest in getting to know more about our Association 
and then doing all he can to promote us and spread 
knowledge about us with serving members. CFO  
Ansell has given his blessing to Michael acting for us 
in this way.  We very much appreciate Mike’s very 
kind offer and welcome his interest and offer of help. 

Michael doing some fire fighting 



FIRE NEWS 
IN BRIEF 

FBU WIN FIRE PENSION CASE 
Just before Christmas the Court of Appeal found in favour of 
the FBU concerning a case about a fire pension scheme that 
the Government had introduced in the days of the coalition 
Government headed by David Cameron and Nick Clegg. The 
FBU claimed that the scheme discriminated on the grounds of 
age and the court ruled in the union’s favour. This must have 
presented the Government with a massive headache and the 
Service awaits further developments. 

  

MATT WRACK 
FBU General Secretary 

Celebrating court victory 

AVON FRS NEEDS TO DEAL WITH  
INTERNAL STAFF ISSUES 

A review commissioned by the  Avon FRS itself has 
reported on a deep seated culture of bullying,  
insufficient attention to mental health of staff and  
serious equality issues affecting female staff. The  
recently appointed Chief Fire Officer, Mick Crennell, 
has accepted the accuracy of the report and stated that 

dealing with the ingrained problems requires a change of culture that will take time 
and resources to achieve. CFO Crennell succeeded the late CFO Kevin Pearson who 
was one of the longest serving fire chiefs in the UK when he died in 2018. He was 
under suspension at the time of his death.  

CFO CRENNELL 

GRENFELL INQUIRY PAUSED 
Having taken evidence that included the  
London Fire Brigade’s work at the Grenfell 
Tower disaster, it has been decided to pause the 
public inquiry indefinitely. No reason for this 
has been published but the second phase of the 
inquiry is not expected to begin until late in the 
current year.  Interested parties are hoping that 

 
when the second phase of the inquiry does begin it will probe deeply into how the 
governance of fire safety by  both national and local government had a bearing on 
the disaster. Several television programmes by investigative journalists have already 
drawn public attention to the fact that the government appears to have been slow to 
learn the lessons of fires involving dangerous cladding that forewarned of the  
Grenfell disaster.  
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KEEPING SECURE 

BE ALERT FOR DOORSTEP PEDLARS 
Warnings are being issued by Police and home security  
organisations about doorstep pedlars often referred to as 
“Nottingham Knockers”. The scam is usually worked by young 
men that cold call on house occupants claiming to have been  
recently released from jail and now committed to an official 

rehabilitation scheme. They produce a bag containing goods such as tea towels and 
dusters that they offer for sale at inflated prices. It is usual for the pedlar to show an 
ID card that appears to be legitimate and they may also be wearing an official  
looking tabard. 
 
We are warned that the claim to be part of a rehabilitation scheme is almost certain 
to be bogus. Police now believe that the pedlars are really involved in surveying an 
area looking for vulnerable properties and occupants. They then sell on this  
information in prisons or pubs to those who follow up with a burglary or in 
some cases they carry out the theft themselves. 
 
IT IS KNOWN THAT BOGUS PEDLARS WERE ACTIVE IN THE DEVIZES 
AND CALNE AREAS SHORTLY BEFORE CHRISTMAS. Notify the Police 
using 101 phone number if you receive a doorstep pedlar call as described 
above.  
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THE BOBBY VAN 

Jean Armour is a WRFA widow member living alone in Warminster. Jean has 
recently had some home security problems because the fence separating her back 
garden from a public right of way was blown down in a November gale allowing 
easy access to her back garden. Her landlord is a property management agency 
based in Preston and Jean is very disappointed at their refusal to replace the fence 
with any sense of urgency.  
 
The WRFA is giving Jean our support as far as we are able. There was an attempted 
burglary at Jean’s home very recently and the Police attended and then referred Jean 
to the BOBBY VAN for her to have a security review. The Bobby Van Trust 

 
provides a service to the over 60s and Jean is fulsome 
in praise of the variety of ways that Will, the Bobby 
Van man did jobs to improve the security of her doors 
and windows. The service is free and items supplied 
are usually free too. To contact The BOBBY VAN call 
01380 861155 
Email : bobbyvan@wiltshire.police.uk 



BOOK SHELF 
Reviews of Books & DVDs 

TO RIDE A RED ENGINE 
TALES OF A LONDON FIREMAN 

By Dave Wilson 

There have been many former members of the LFB 
that have written books about their experiences and I 
think I have read most of them. Over Christmas I 
dipped into Dave Wilson’s book and I confess to  
having enjoyed it more than similar firefighter  
autobiographies. 
 
Dave served in central London fire stations throughout 
the 60s and 70s and broke his service in LFB by  
joining Berkshire Fire Brigade on a wholetime/retained 
contract for a few years.  

Dave puts into print in a very lucid way how he and his colleagues fought fires in 
that era and I could readily associate with the methods and tactics applied. Dave 
dealt with fires before the service became risk averse and there is not a word about 
“defensive tactics” or dynamic risk assessments before crews could get stuck into a 
job. 
 
I particularly enjoyed the account of Dave’s involvement at the Leinster Towers  
Hotel fire in Bayswater that provided a daunting task of rescue and firefighting. As 
the first attending crews arrived they were faced with people shouting for rescue 
from most of the hotel windows at the front and rear of the four storey building. 
Every type of ladder available was utilised to rescue over 50 people but this is only 
an estimate and the number of lives saved could well have been over 70. Dave  
himself was in the thick of it and carried out several rescues using a hook ladder.  
 
Even more absorbing was the account of multiple rescues from fire carried out in 
Kilburn when Dave was an Acting Leading Fireman and in charge of the incident 
during the crucial initial stages. A family was brought out of the upper floors above a 
burning shop using a 50ft wheeled escape. To pitch the escape Dave was so  
short-handed he enlisted the help of a member of the public to wind the extending 
handles on the escape. He received a well deserved commendation by the CFO. 
Dave rose through the ranks to become a station officer before an accident on duty 
curtailed his career. 
 
I am sure that all those that served in the fire brigade during the same years as Dave 
will thoroughly enjoy his book.            JOHN CRAIG 
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BOOK SHELF 

(continued) 

Firefighters of Belfast 
The Fire Service During The Troubles 

1969-1994 
By BRIAN ALLAWAY 

 
I found this to be a book that in my opinion every 
firefighter past and present should read to gain a 
clear perspective of what challenges confront the 
emergency services when faced with sustained  
terrorst atrocities. 
 
Reading Brian Allaway’s experiences of ‘The  
Troubles’ in Ulster and the suffering of others 
stirred up a mixture of emotions in me. I was  
angered by the inhumanity and brutality of those 
that  dishonoured their political objectives by  
sinking to the use of the bomb and the bullet to try  

to gain them.  Brian drew no distinction between the republican terrorists or the  
loyalists. A terrorist is a terrorist whatever the cause for which they are fighting. 
 
In contrast I was deeply moved by the way that the author modestly sets out on page 
after page the record of the truly amazing professionalism, courage and devotion to 
duty of the firefighters of Belfast and Northern Ireland in general. Some of those 
brave men died of injuries received fire fighting at fires started by terrorist bombs 
and often the fire crews had to get to work under severe threat of further bomb  
explosions or in some cases gun fire. Yes, firefighters were targeted by snipers and 
in February 1973 Firefighter Brian Douglas was shot through the chest when laying 
out hose at a fire and he died in the ambulance.  Brian was the carer for his father 
who was blind. I have no words to describe my revulsion at the way Brian met his 
death. 
 
When The Troubles were at their height in the early 1970s the Government decided 
to add to the complexities of providing fire and rescue protection in extreme  
circumstances by amalgamating Belfast Fire Brigade with the Northern Ireland Fire  
Service. Such was the resilience of the senior officers involved that they coped well 
with the additional workload of the amalgamation.  
I heartily recommend this book to you.                                   JOHN CRAIG 
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NOMINATIONS INVITED FOR ELECTION TO 
WRFA  

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
At the WRFA Annual General Meeting on 9th June 2019 the election of 
officers will take place. Members will be elected or re-elected to fill the 
following posts. The current holders of the posts are shown in brackets. 

Chairman (Chris Wannell) 
Vice Chairman (John Cox) 

Secretary & Treasurer (John Craig) 
North Area Representatives (John Gentleman, Peter Mills, Dave 

Ward) 
Central Area Representatives (Louise Fielding, two unfilled posts) 
South Area Representatives (Mo Betteridge, Tony Andrews, Ludo 

Macaulay) 
Non Specific Area Reps. (Yve & Len Benwell) 

Honorary Auditor (Neil Wright) 
 

Members wishing to stand for election to any of the above should submit 
their name to the Secretary & Treasurer by no later than 1st June 2019. 
Any member wishing to nominate another member for the election must 
also notify the Secretary & Treasurer by 1st June 2019 having first  
obtained the consent of the members nominated to stand for election. 

 

DISCLAIMER 
This document is published by the WILTSHIRE RETIRED FIREFIGHTERS ASSOCIATION and not the 

Dorset & Wiltshire Fire & Rescue Service. Any views and opinions published in this newsletter are not  
necessarily shared by the  Dorset & Wiltshire FRS or the Fire Authority. 

Contact with the editor can be made via the contact form on www.wrfa.org.uk 
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